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Introduction

My name is Cerys Fry, I am 23 years old and I live in London. I am currently

completing my post-graduate in Conservation at City and Guilds London School of

Art. After completing my first year, as part of our course we were encouraged to do a

practical placement in an area of interest. I had read the publication previously that

the Getty Museum had released on the conservation of altarpieces, which was of

particular interest to me and an area that I wished to specialise in. In July 2011 I

started a four week placement with Grupo Oficina de Restauro in Brazil. This was

made possible through the generous support given to me by the Zibby Garnett

Travelling Fellowship.

I first heard about the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowships as a fellow student from

City and Guilds London School of Art, Kimberly Reczek, had done a placement with

The Turquoise Mountain Foundation in Afghanistan.

I knew that Altarpiece conservation is a particularly niche area and it would be

difficult to find a placement in Europe, and even more so in the U.K. Brazil has such

a rich and vast culture of colonial style altarpieces that I was thrilled to be offered a

placement even though it was so far away.

My post-graduate programme at City and Guilds London School of Art considers

three-dimensional objects in stone, wood and plaster. Within the course framework

we are taught and introduced to modern analytical methods such as material science,
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colour theory and polychromy, microscopy and laser cleaning. This is supported by a

large amount of practical work carried out in London museums. As the course is so

varied I really wanted to acquire some experience in this particular specialised field

and material (polychromy on wood). I hope in the future that I will have the

opportunity to continue working on such projects and develop my knowledge and

practical skills even further.

Nossa Senhora da Conceição the main Church of
Conselheiro Lafaiete

I worked with the company ‘ Grupo Oficina de Restauro’ on a restoration project in

a Baroque church. This project was in Conselheiro Lafaiete, just outside Belo

Horizonte at the main Church “Nossa Senhora da Conceição”, and involved the

restoration of decorated surfaces such as polychrome surfaces, sailings and wall

supports which are wood and brick.

The Grupo Oficina de Restauro was founded in 1987 by conservators Adriano

Ramos Reis, Maria Regina Reis Ramos and Rosangela Reis Costa. The company’s

ethos is based on the belief of preservation and restoration of objects, making

knowledge accessible to the wider community of conservation and to those training

in this field; also the dissemination of cultural heritage to a more extensive audience.

The church of Nossa Senhora da Conceição built at the end of the eighteenth century

in Baroque style is an integral part of its community, as well as being a prime

example of art produced by western colonization. It is home to the remains of Baron

and Baroness Pouso Alegre and their son Lafayette Rodrigues Pereira, the city’s

patron.
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Nossa Senhora da Conceição
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View outside the main church

View of the Back of the main church
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The altarpiece within the church is made of wood composite and in the past it was

largely decorated in gold gilt which has been painted over. The high altar is made up

of concentric archivolts which are decorated with stems, leaves, twigs and lilies.

Much of the Baroque style has been juxtaposed against Rococo style making this

church so unique not only in artistic style but also historically.

The altarpiece and church belongs to a wealth of artistic, historical and cultural

importance, which is fundamental to its community and society as a whole.

View of altar in the nave. Panel taken from the altar.
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Photograph taken from the nave of the church Nossa Senhora da Conceição looking towards the
Altarpiece, Conselheiro Lafaiete, Brazil.

Nineteenth century ceiling panels

As a personal project I worked on some nineteenth century panels that had been

taken down from the ceiling to be restored and eventually put on display as part of

the historical importance of the church.

These panels illustrated a simple take on colonial Baroque, with fluted acanthus

leaves and repetitive Baroque design. Structurally they were in a bad condition due

to insect infestation, which had created hollow chambers that followed the nutrients

in the wood and thus caused structural weakness. Before anything could be done to

the structure the paint surfaces needed to be fixed using poly vinyl alcohol which

would maintain a matt surface. After the polychromy surface was fixed I proceeded

by consolidating areas. I lifted up areas where the paint had come away from the

surface as the structural surface behind had been eaten by insect infestation. I also
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cleaned away the frace, which is residue left over by the insects and takes the form

of sand-like material. Then I applied PVA, poly vinyl acetate to the surface to create

a barrier layer and also a layer to which the fill could adhere to.

After the area had been consolidated and the first layer of fill had been applied.

Overview of treatment

The fill was a mixture of sifted saw-dust and micro-balloons (80%-20%) combined

with polyvinyl acetate again 80%-20% ratio. The fills were done in stages applying

thin layers and allowing drying for a couple of hours before the next layer was
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applied. The final layer was a white calcium carbonate based layer comprised of:

distilled water, polyvinyl alcohol, calcium carbonate, PVA, and fungicide. This was

applied and sanded down until a smooth even surface was obtained ready for re-

touching and toning.

Surface prepared for re-touching Back view

Altarpiece

When I arrived, the conservation of the altarpiece was well under way. The entire

structure of the altarpiece had been re-enforced structurally; the sailings and original

wooden supports were treated with fungicide and left in situ. New wooden supports

were placed over the original, mimicking the old structural design.
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View of altarpiece from behind

Where the original material had been attacked by insect infestation it had been

consolidated using the fill mixture of sifted saw-dust and micro-balloons (80%-20%)

combined with polyvinyl acetate again 80%-20% ratio. On the decorative side of the
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altarpiece each area of deterioration was carefully consolidated and the area was

filled, then once again a sealant layer of white calcium carbonate comprised of:

distilled water, polyvinyl alcohol, calcium carbonate, PVA, and fungicide was

applied in thin layers, sanding until smooth. This would also act as the ground onto

which re-touching would be done.

Upper view of altarpiece
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Dome of altarpiece Decorative head

Panel within the altarpiece, showing original decorative scheme, and areas of consolidation
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Detail of panel View of carved fluted elements of the upper
altarpiece

The original altarpiece dates from the late eighteenth century but has later nineteenth

and twentieth century additions, namely two large plaster pillars. During the

altarpiece’s development the polychrome scheme has changed significantly. What

can be deducted from samples taken from paint layers is that the original painted

scheme was comprised of a red marbling effect and gild. Throughout Brazil the use

of marble and stone was rarely used because of an abundance of wood which was

low in cost, and was painted to resemble marble.

The head conservator on this project Rosangela Reis Costa wanted to preserve the

historical implication that the different polychromy schemes presented. In order to
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do this it was decided to keep three paint schemes, presenting them simultaneously

in a varied colour scheme which was true to the original colonial baroque style.

Working on the lower part of the altarpiece

Using scalpels and nitromors, paint was mechanically removed to reveal the intended

paint schemes.
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Details of areas where paint was been stripped to reveal one of the three original paint schemes

Detail of paint being removed
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Other decorative elements

Paint was cleaned using

TAC, trimonium citrate,

with two drops of ammonia.
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I really enjoyed the working environment, everyday incurred new challenges,

whether this was learning new techniques or working in situ; how to get the job done

in the best manner, and be aware of the people and situation going on around you.

Working in situ really allowed you to visualise what you were working towards. The

church being at the heart of the community was a constant reminder of how

important the work which we were doing was to the people of Lafaiete.

My colleagues were incredibly patient and helpful, especially considering the

language barrier. I would spend a day shadowing a particular colleague, working

with him/her either in the nave, on the paintings, the polychrome and decorative

alcoves or polychrome sculptures. This was incredibly important for me as I learnt

not only about conservation of altarpieces but the conservation of all the decorative

elements that comprise the church.
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From my first day working with Grupo Oficina de Restauro I immediately felt part

of their company. My mentor Rosangela Reis Costa took me to her studio in Belo

Horizonte and showed me the free standing carved elements taken from the church

in Lafaiete, making me feel part of every aspect of the project.

Conselheiro Lafiete is a small bustling town which is centred around the church. I

stayed in a house not far from the church which I shared with my colleges/friends.

After a long day working they would cook for me typical dishes such as feijoada,

farofa, moqueca de peixe which is a fish stew and every Thursday night Luiz would

sing Brazilian folk tune on his guitar, which he would attempt to teach me with no

luck. Most weekends many of the group went home to visit their families so I would

go and have breakfast with one of my college/friend which consisted of pao de

queijo which is a typical cheese bread roll of the region. Sunday mornings the main

street would be filled with people celebrating a mix between Christianity and African

traditions/ religion. The different groups would dress up in bright colourful uniforms

and dance and sing presenting themselves to their king and queen of their group. I

made many good friends who I will miss and hope to keep in contact with.

Me and some of my colleagues
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Travelling around Brazil

I arrived in Belo Horizonte which is a vast and vibrant city. It felt very different from

the other parts of Brazil that I visited. Belo Horizonte is the capital of the state of

Minas Gerais, which is inland. Minas Gerais is comprised of a beautifully

mountainous landscape, rolling green hills, waterfalls and small cobbled towns

nestled in green valleys.

Belo Horizonte is the exception to this rule, it is a sprawling metropolis and the

architecture is a juxtaposition between the very modern and the colonial style. Yet

amid this metropolis you still feel that you are tucked away up in the mountains in a

small town. This is because the people are so friendly and helpful, smiling and

talking with you as if you have known them for years.

View of the main Plaza in Belo Horizonte

Whilst in Minas Gerais I thought it would be important to take a trip to Ouro preto, a

beautiful town, with cobbled streets in an idyllic setting.
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Ouro preto

Ingreja N.S do Carmo
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Rio de Janeiro

Pao de Azucar

Favela in Rio
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Salvador

Pelourinho

Ingreja sao Francisco
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Conclusion

I thoroughly enjoyed my placement. Whilst working in the church I learnt invaluable

practical skills and an understanding which I would not have learnt anywhere else.

Working in situ was such an important experience; I gained so much from my

colleagues and am very grateful to them for all their experience and help they gave

me. I learned about the various techniques implemented and needed in all areas of

the restoration/conservation of the church in Lafaiete. Understanding the important

role a conservator can play when dealing with a project such as this and the impact it

has on the immediate community. This experience has equipped me with the

knowledge to pursue my own future in this area of conservation and the lessons that

I have learnt are invaluable which I know I will use throughout my career.

I would like to thank the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship for allowing me to

have this experience, which was truly amazing and without the generosity of the

Trustees would not have been possible. I would also like to thank Rosangela and her

colleagues for giving me this opportunity and making my placement so wonderful.

It has been invaluable for my future career as an art conservator.


